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Introduction
In a recent white paper*, we laid out the case for index-light MPP (Massively Parallel Processing) data warehouse appliances. Embraced to varying degrees by DATAllegro, DATAllegro’s hardware partners, Teradata, IBM, Netezza, HP, and Greenplum/Sun, this story hinges on three technical factors:

1. **Shared-nothing MPP.** Loosely-coupled systems are significantly cheaper than tightly-coupled ones, for the same level of raw component performance.
2. **Reduced use of indices.** By minimizing redundant references to information, index-light systems can store up to 7X less data than index-heavy ones. This produces enormous savings both in hardware and in administrative costs.
3. **Avoidance of random disk reads.** Disk rotation speeds have only improved 12.5-fold in the past 50 years, making random disk lookup the greatest constraint on conventional RDBMS performance. Index-light systems largely evade this bottleneck.

And this approach works. Index-light systems beat their index-heavy SMP counterparts on several major criteria:

- Performance
- Price/performance
- Consistency of performance
- Administration costs

*Index-Light MPP Data Warehousing, March 2007*

There are three major types of appliance implementations.

We’ve divided computing appliances (data warehouse or otherwise) into three major categories:

- Type 0 – based on custom chips or FPGAs (Field-Programmable Gate Arrays). Only Netezza among data warehouse appliance providers follows this strategy.
- Type 1 – custom hardware assembled from standard parts, without chip-level programming. Teradata follows this strategy. DATAllegro did too, in earlier versions of its product.
- Type 2 – utterly standard hardware, perhaps carefully configured. DATAllegro is now in this camp, partnering with Dell, Cisco and EMC. So are most other data warehouse software suppliers, at least to the extent they have appliance offerings at all.

In this paper, we’ll use DATAllegro’s new product generation to illustrate issues in data warehouse appliance design.
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Data warehouse appliance design choices

Often managing tens or even hundreds of terabytes of data, MPP data warehouse appliances are among the most powerful IT systems around. Accordingly, hardware designs and the related software optimizations are stressed at multiple points.

- There needs to be lots of processor capacity. Ditto RAM. Also important are the speed and capacity of Level 2 (i.e., on-processor) cache.
- Hugely important in an MPP design is interprocessor communication speed.
- With hundreds of hard-working disks in a typical large system, disk reliability is a big issue too.

Accordingly, we find it helpful to consider data warehouse appliance hardware design choices from at least five different vantage points.

First, let’s acknowledge the obvious – a big and busy data warehouse requires lots of computing power. I.e., it requires lots of computer parts – processors, other chips, disk drives, and so on. But systems with lots of components scale better in MPP/shared-nothing configurations than when everything is more tightly linked together. As discussed in Index-Light MPP Data Warehousing, this is the reason almost every serious data warehouse software supplier, Oracle and Microsoft excepted, has chosen an MPP architecture.

Beyond raw compute power, there’s the question of computing power balance. We’ve researched appliances in multiple areas of software application. In most cases, vendors talk about the important tuning exercise of properly balancing the mix of parts – processors, RAM, disks, etc. In DATAllegro’s products, much of the processing involves data streaming off of disks in table or partition scans. The various chips need to be sufficient to comfortably accept all this data. And even once the data is in memory, there must be enough RAM to efficiently handle various kinds of intermediate query processing.

An increasingly important theme – again, in multiple software areas, not just data warehousing – is optimization for specific chip architectural elements. Level 2 cache, memory busses, multiple processor cores – using these to their full potential is non-trivial. For example, Intel works closely with DATAllegro to optimize DATAllegro’s software, as it does with many other software vendors.
Accelerated networking is crucial.

Hugely important is the acceleration of networking. Teradata, the oldest data warehouse appliance maker, has a whole proprietary switching/networking subsystem. DATAllegro, in an unusual design choice, relies on Infiniband, currently via standalone Cisco SFS 7008 boxes. Appliance vendors in many networking- and security-related areas make similar choices, whether it’s just a few extra Ethernet ports in an otherwise standard hardware design, all the way up to using special network processing and encryption chips.

Disk reliability is important and improving.

Fifth and last, there’s the important matter of disk reliability. In any busy computer system, some disk or other will be spinning most of the time. But in a busy data warehouse system, especially one with an index-light architecture, most of the disks may be spinning most of the time. RAID mirroring is a standard technique for dealing with this, but even so distressingly frequent disk replacements may be needed. In V3, DATAllegro goes a step further via the EMC CX310. It uses only 12 of the 13 (the extra is a hot spare) disks in a 6+6 RAID 10 mirrored arrangement. If a disk fails, there’s a quick automatic cutover to the hot spare disk. Only if there’s a second failure in the same CX310 will there be performance degradation or an urgent need for disk replacement.

DATAllegro now achieves all this on standard hardware.

Traditionally, networking accelerations and computing power balance have been major reasons for adopting Type 1 appliance strategies. In its first two product generations, DATAllegro was no exception. But in its V3 strategy, DATAllegro cleverly retains most of these benefits, yet also offers the advantages of a Type 2 “virtual appliance” approach. (The biggest sacrifice we know of was some encryption acceleration.) The company reports huge Moore’s Law performance enhancements, dwarfing any negative effect from moving to standard hardware. And now it has the reliability engineering, standard serviceability, and general customer comfort that come with relying on high-volume name-brand products.
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